
Transform your invoicing from a time-sink into a value-add, with Concur Invoice and American Express 
payments and rewards. Teams that use Concur Invoice spend 68% less time on invoice processing.* 

Enjoy the advantages of two industry leaders, in an all-in-one digital solution that goes with your employees 
and grows with your business. 

BRING YOUR  
INVOICING IN-STEP

With American Express and Concur® Invoice

Contact your American Express representative to learn more or 
visit business.americanexpress.com/concurpartnership

*Source: IDC: “The Business Value of Concur Invoice,” 2017.

See reverse for Terms & Conditions.

Combine forces 

Integrate Concur,  
American Express, existing 

ERPs, and vendor agreements 
for a powerful, efficient 

invoicing solution. 

Increase compliance 

Reduce busywork, match 
purchases with company  

policies, and pay suppliers  
on time. Teams with  

Concur Invoice are 99% 
compliant with company policies.*

Gain insights 

Knowledge is saving: smart 
tools can help you lower the 
cost of invoice processing, 

while helping you make 
strategic financial decisions. 
Plus, discover where you can 
earn rewards by paying with 

American Express.  
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Terms & Conditions

Setup pricing depends on the complexity of implementation. Monthly pricing varies based on number of committed Invoice transactions, just 
like Expense. Concur regional sales executives can provide client-specific prices.

© 2018 American Express Company. All Rights Reserved.

Procure-to-payment, pain-free

Sound good? Get started now.

Contact your American Express representative to learn more or visit   
business.americanexpress.com/concurpartnership

Grow your profits, not your paperwork (or your payroll) 
Managing hundreds of monthly supplier invoices, each with separate payment agreements, can take a lot of 
time and money. With Concur Invoice, you can speed up your invoice pipeline, with control where you need it.

Approve

Capture

Match

Pay

Save

Review invoices wherever you’re working, even on your smartphone. Your approval 
generates an automatic purchase order that is transmitted electronically to the supplier. 

Accept supplier e-invoices or paper invoices. Concur’s optical character recognition 
software turns piles of paperwork into something sane: digital line items that all your 

relevant team members can see, from anywhere, at the same time.

Boost compliance by verifying purchase requests two and three ways with company  
best practices. Digitally reconcile invoices, purchase orders, and records of received  
goods to resolve discrepancies efficiently. 

Strengthen supplier relations by paying on time, their way. When you leverage  
American Express’s payment integrated with your existing ERP, you can enjoy  
Membership Rewards® and rebates.

Take advantage of insights to find savings from the macro to the micro, like optimizing  
your supply chain or negotiating deals on routine purchases. Plus, the rebates you can  
earn on American Express purchases can offset the cost of Concur Invoice.


